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Political Communication and Mobilisation 2018-03-09 this book provides a fresh perspective on the importance of the
hindi media in india s political social and economic transformation with evidence from the countryside and the cities
accessed by more than forty percent of the public it continues to play an important role in building political
awareness and mobilising public opinion instead of viewing the media as a singular entity this book highlights its
diversity and complexity to understand the changing dynamics of political communication that is shaped by the
interactions between the news media political parties and the public and how various media forms are being used in a
rapidly transforming environment the book offers insights into how print television and digital media work together
with rather than in isolation from each another to grasp the complexities of the emerging hybrid media environment
and the future of mobilisation
I Want to Show You: Poems 2009-06-01 through poetry jane gilgun tells the story of one woman s life born in coastal
rhode island usa jane galloped sadie cummings a race horse on narragansett beach tramped through the spring woods and
found beauty mystery and hurt in the people and events in her life she shows how the themes of childhood weave
themselves into her life as a horsewoman a nature enthusiast a woman in love a social worker a violence researcher
and a seeker of the spiritual written in imagist lyric and narrative styles these poems convey the rhythms of a life
fully lived the sharp sometimes painful intrusions of beauty the transcendence of erotic love the fears and intrigue
of bodily changes the horror of violence and the warmth and comfort of everyday life
3週間続ければ一生が変わる 2009-11 新しい習慣は 新しい靴に似ています 最初の2 3日は あまり履き心地がよくありません でも 3週間くらいたつと慣れてきて 第二の皮膚のようになるでしょう 人生の質を高める意識革命 行動しなけ
れば なにも始まらない 小さな習慣が人をつくる
Simplified Machine Learning 2024-06-15 explore the world of artificial intelligence with a deep understanding of
machine learning concepts and algorithms key features a detailed study of mathematical concepts machine learning
concepts and techniques discusses methods for evaluating model performances and interpreting results explores all
types of machine learning supervised unsupervised reinforcement association rule mining artificial neural network in
detail comprises numerous review questions and programming exercises at the end of every chapter description
simplified machine learning is a comprehensive guide that navigates readers through the intricate landscape of
machine learning offering a balanced blend of theory algorithms and practical applications the first section
introduces foundational concepts such as supervised and unsupervised learning regression classification clustering
and feature engineering providing a solid base in machine learning theory the second section explores algorithms like
decision trees support vector machines and neural networks explaining their functions strengths and limitations with
a special focus on deep learning reinforcement learning and ensemble methods the book also covers essential topics
like model evaluation hyperparameter tuning and model interpretability the final section transitions from theory to
practice equipping readers with hands on experience in deploying models building scalable systems and understanding
ethical considerations by the end readers will be able to leverage machine learning effectively in their respective
fields armed with practical skills and a strategic approach to problem solving what you will learn solid foundation
in machine learning principles algorithms and methodologies implementation of machine learning models using popular
libraries like numpy pandas pytorch or scikit learn knowledge about selecting appropriate models evaluating their
performance and tuning hyperparameters techniques to pre process and engineer features for machine learning models to
frame real world problems as machine learning tasks and apply appropriate techniques to solve them who this book is
for this book is designed for a diverse audience interested in machine learning a core branch of artificial
intelligence its intellectual coverage will benefit students programmers researchers educators ai enthusiasts
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software engineers and data scientists table of contents 1 introduction to machine learning 2 data pre processing 3
supervised learning regression 4 supervised learning classification 5 unsupervised learning clustering 6
dimensionality reduction and feature selection 7 association rule mining 8 artificial neural network 9 reinforcement
learning 10 project appendix bibliography
Energy-Efficient Wireless Sensor Networks 2017-07-28 the advances in low power electronic devices integrated with
wireless communication capabilities are one of recent areas of research in the field of wireless sensor networks wsns
one of the major challenges in wsns is uniform and least energy dissipation while increasing the lifetime of the
network this is the first book that introduces the energy efficient wireless sensor network techniques and protocols
the text covers the theoretical as well as the practical requirements to conduct and trigger new experiments and
project ideas the advanced techniques will help in industrial problem solving for energy hungry wireless sensor
network applications
Understanding the Interactive Digital Media Marketplace: Frameworks, Platforms, Communities and Issues 2011-10-31
increasingly multimedia content from music movies games news books and digital art to sharable educational material e
government services and e health services is delivered over broadband networks with technological advances cloud
computing applications and social networking approaches many exciting applications are emerging to deliver this
content as interactive digital media idm understanding the interactive digital media marketplace frameworks platforms
communities and issues presents the results of a large industry oriented multi national research program this
research seeks to discover usable business models technology platforms market strategies and policy frameworks for
the emerging global digital economy particularly for digital media researchers and industry entrepreneurs who wish to
reach users around the world
Bio#Futures 2021-05-06 this volume presents a timely recognition warning and mapping of the fast approaching wave or
bio tsunami of global socio technical transformation built by a much wider spectrum of converging powers including
biotechnology new agriculture novel foods health quality of life environment energy sustainability education
knowledge management and design of smart applications the book contains eight sections corresponding to different
clusters of bioeconomic and socio technical change as identified by the editors scanning the horizon foresight
research it also offers an integrated view of the future bioeconomy landscape though the convergence of several
technologies that affect everyday life the clusters offer methodologies for forecasting the future bioeconomy and how
these predictions can affect target setting and the orientation of policies and actions to manage cultural and
societal change and achieve sustainable development in less developed areas the book will be of interest to
researchers producers logistics experts policy makers regulators business and financial institutions and
biotechnologists e g geneticists food experts etc
The Go Global Guide 2011-11-14 supported by alibaba com international trade has moved into a new phase gone are the
days when years of effort were required in the domestic market before going global you can now start a company on
monday and be trading with the world by wednesday the web has made this perfectly possible and faced with a sluggish
uk market there s never been a better time to leverage technology and look overseas after all a connection to the
internet is a connection to over 1 billion potential customers our politicians are encouraging it and technology is
in place to enable it yet small business owners are resisting the international trade opportunity for fear of
perceived language currency cultural and business barriers in this book bestselling author emma jones puts paid to
these perceptions and shows you don t need big budgets or to be a big business to be a globally successful one she
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offers a route map that will have you trading across the globe and illustrates how it can be done with stories from
20 successful exporters whether you re selling tangibles or services if you ve considered exporting but didn t know
where to start or you re making international sales and want to grow further this is the book for you consider it
your guide as you embark on a journey of international deals and discovery alibaba com enterprisenation com events go
global
The Mental Health Clinician's Workbook 2018-03-30 rich with compelling case material this hands on workbook helps
mental health practitioners and students build essential skills for clinical evaluation and differential diagnosis
renowned diagnostician and bestselling author james morrison dsm 5 made easy and other works invites the reader to
interview and evaluate 26 patients with a wide spectrum of presenting complaints and ultimate diagnoses using
multiple choice questions and fill in the blank exercises clinicians practice the arts of interviewing and making
diagnostic decisions the convenient large size format facilitates use extensive tables in the appendix provide a
quick reference guide to the interviewing techniques diagnostic principles and clinical diagnoses discussed in each
case see also morrison s dsm 5 made easy which explains dsm 5 diagnoses in clear language illustrated with vivid case
vignettes diagnosis made easier second edition which offers principles and decision trees for integrating diagnostic
information from multiple sources and the first interview fourth edition which presents a framework for conducting
thorough empathic initial evaluations
Information Security in Diverse Computing Environments 2014-06-30 this book provides the latest empirical research
and theoretical frameworks in the area of information security presenting research on developing sufficient security
measures for new environments by discussing challenges faced by researchers as well as unconventional solutions to
these problems provided by publisher
Selenium with C# 2023-05-04 a beginner s guide to using selenium with c for automated web testing key features
explore different ways to handle web elements using selenium and c learn how to manage data using popular file types
such as excel and csv learn how to integrate nunit with selenium to create a powerful testing framework description
selenium a web browser automation tool that has been around for a long time is extensively utilized by developers and
testers to generate automated tests for verifying the proper functioning of web applications when combined with c
selenium can produce automated tests that are both robust and efficient this book is a comprehensive guide to
learning selenium one of the most popular web automation tools in the industry it starts with an introduction to
selenium and its three projects selenium ide selenium webdriver and selenium grid it then provides a comprehensive
overview of the various entities in the selenium c client libraries such as the webdriver webelement and by classes
the subsequent sections of the book elucidate how to handle different html elements including forms tables dropdowns
windows alerts and frames the book also explores the option class which is utilized for managing web browsers in
addition the book emphasizes the significance of unit testing in test automation and explains how to implement the
nunit framework to manage object information the book delves into the page object model design pattern lastly the
book will help you set up and execute tests in parallel across various environments using selenium grid by the end
you will be able to create automated tests for web applications with ease what you will learn perform cross browser
testing using selenium webdriver implement synchronization using implicit and explicit wait learn how to handle the
action class in selenium learn how to implement the page object model using pagefactory setup and use selenium grid
to execute tests in parallel who this book is for this book is for test automation engineers software testers and
software developers who are interested in learning about test automation using selenium and c table of contents 1
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introduction to the selenium project 2 applications used in the book 3 browser automation and more using webdriver 4
handling elements 5 locate html elements using the by class 6 synchronization with selenium 7 working with html
elements part 1 8 working with html elements part 2 9 working with html elements part 3 10 actions options and
capturing screenshots 11 unit testing with nunit 12 learn how to manage objects using a page object model 13 handling
test data 14 selenium grid
Building an International Financial Services Firm 2009-01-22 a new era of global banking and insurance is emerging
with leading banks eager to serve international markets this book explores the issues that arise for banks in their
strategic choices as they move into these new international markets building an international financial services firm
challenges conventional assumptions from the international management literature on topics such as the limits of
globalization the importance of cultural and institutional distance the nature of economies of scale and scope the
existence of first mover advantages the logic behind the global value chain configuration the speed and timing of
market entry as well as organizational architecture it focuses on fundamental strategic decisions such as when where
and how to enter foreign markets and how to design the organizational architecture of the multinational financial
services firm using simple theoretical frameworks illustrated by case examples this book provides a thorough guide to
the challenges of the international market for financial services firms both for those working in the financial
services industry and researchers studying the area
Food Chemistry 2022-01-19 food chemistry a unique book detailing the impact of food adulteration food toxicity and
packaging on our nutritional balance as well as presenting and analyzing technological advancements such as the uses
of green solvents with sensors for non destructive quality evaluation of food food chemistry the role of additives
preservatives and adulteration is designed to present basic information on the composition of foods and the chemical
and physical changes that their characteristics undergo during processing storage and handling details concerning
recent developments and insights into the future of food chemical risk analysis are presented along with topics such
as food chemistry the role of additives preservatives and food adulteration food safety objectives risk assessment
quality assurance and control moreover good manufacturing practices food processing systems design and control and
rapid methods of analysis and detection are covered as well as sensor technology environmental control and safety the
book also presents detailed information about the chemistry of each major class of food additive and their multiple
functionalities in addition numerous recent findings are covered along with an explanation of how their quality is
ascertained and consumer safety ensured audience the core audience of this book include food technologists food
chemists biochemists biotechnologists food and beverage technologists and nanoscientists working in the field of food
chemistry food technology and food and nanoscience in addition r d experts researchers in academia and industry
working in food science safety and process engineers in industries will find this book extremely valuable
The StartUp Kit 2014-02-24 the startup kit contains everything you need to start and run your own business this book
is a friendly guide covering all aspects of starting up from developing a business idea and setting up a company to
marketing your new business getting that first sale and making the most of the latest tech developments full of great
advice from start up expert emma jones it s packed with case studies of people who ve successfully started their own
businesses it also comes with great offers from some of the leading brands for small business
Business World 2007-10 the conceptual framework presented in this book is a first of its kind in the sense that it
provides a robust yet simple way of determining the underlying aspect of various matters which have always daunted
the human psyche the novel narrative is captivating and invokes the inquisitiveness of the reader seeking to acquire
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a formidable understanding of the overall environment ternicode as the title goes is in itself a lexical or semantic
neologism this new term strikes an immediate chord resonating the trigeminal relationship of factors associated with
any phenomena it intends to resolve all complexities and conflicts that emerge with the conventional methods of logic
and reasoning the author has taken care not to oversimplify the arguments presented while maintaining a sensible flow
of information that provides valuable insight into the inherent nature of things that matter but appear elusive to
our general understanding it would not be an understatement to say that through the careful analysis of prominent
personalities across numerous fields the author indeed makes a powerful impact that shakes the foundations of
traditional methods of leadership management last but not the least as they say do not judge a book by its cover this
book has hidden jewels served on a platter for those who are starved of food for the mind
Ternicode: Law of Three 2022-07-28 this new resource explains the principles and applications of today s digital
optical measurement techniques from start to finish each chapter provides a concise introduction to the concepts and
principles of digital optical metrology followed by a detailed presentation of their applications the development of
all these topics including their numerous methods principles and applications has been illustrated using a large
number of easy to understand figures this book aims to not only help the reader identify the appropriate techniques
in function of the measurement requirements but also assess modern digital measurement systems
Digital Optical Measurement Techniques and Applications 2015-05-01 small business
Turn Your Talent Into a Business 2012-01-03 the startup saturday workbook has been written for anyone wanting to
become their own boss presented in 11 clear week by week sections this workbook offers all the tools tips and
templates you need to successfully find an idea and turn it into a way of making a living scribble in it travel with
it and eat tea whilst reading it this workbook will help you move from start up to successful business owner the
workbook is linked to the new weekly startup saturday classes being run in staples stores across the uk the book is
great on its own but even better if used as part of the course so if you want to benefit from guidance from
experienced tutors and meet others taking their first steps to small business success why not sign up to one of the
classes or the full course at startupsaturday co uk week 1 uncover your big idea and research the market week 2 five
points to include in a business plan week 3 the must dos registering the company and protecting your brand week 4
straightforward finance and easy budgeting techniques week 5 it s your office tech tips and how to create the perfect
work environment week 6 building a home on the web week 7 simple sales roadmap and cold calling made easy week 8 make
some noise week 9 5 essential social media tools and how to make the most of them week 10 how to grow the business
without outgrowing the home week 11 happy customers and balanced business a recipe for success
FCC Record 2008 notice this is a summary analysis of title this is not the original book learn about the mathematical
equivalent of illiteracy would you consider yourself to be afraid of math did you spend most of your time in school
wondering when you would ever need algebra do you prefer to let a calculator do most of the work for you if you
answered yes to any or all of these questions you re not alone many people have an aversion to math and this
intentional escape from mathematics is called innumeracy just as illiteracy is the inability to read a lack of
proficiency with mathematics is called innumeracy innumeracy 1988 explores this phenomenon and its impact on humanity
disclaimer this book summary is meant as a summary and an analysis and not a replacement for the original work if you
like this summary please consider purchasing the original book to get the full experience as the original author
intended it to be if you are the original author of any book published on quickread and want us to remove it please
contact us at hello quickread com
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Start Up Saturday Workbook 2011 top tips for keeping calm in a chaotic world have you ever said i feel like i m
losing my mind or this is driving me crazy if you have you re in good company the conflicting pressures of our
careers and personal lives often leave us feeling too overwhelmed to pay attention to our mental and physical health
but if you re tired of feeling like you re about to come unglued how to stay sane 2012 is your personalized pocket
guide crafted through the professional insights of british psychologist philippa perry this book is perfect for
anyone who wants to invest in their mental health do you want more free book summaries like this download our app for
free at quickread com app and get access to hundreds of free book and audiobook summaries disclaimer this book
summary is meant as a summary and an analysis and not a replacement for the original work if you like this summary
please consider purchasing the original book to get the full experience as the original author intended it to be if
you are the original author of any book published on quickread and want us to remove it please contact us at hello
quickread com
Summary of Innumeracy by John Allen Paulos 2021-01-07 why being selfish sometimes can be healthy it s wrong to be
selfish this is the message we receive from the time that we re old enough to attend pre school we are taught that
sharing is important and that no one likes a person who is selfish but is selflessness really all it s cracked up to
be in defense of selfishness 2015 argues that altruism should never prevent you from setting personal boundaries or
making healthy decisions for yourself do you want more free book summaries like this download our app for free at
quickread com app and get access to hundreds of free book and audiobook summaries disclaimer this book summary is
meant as a preview and not a replacement for the original work if you like this summary please consider purchasing
the original book to get the full experience as the original author intended it to be if you are the original author
of any book on quickread and want us to remove it please contact us at hello quickread com
Summary of How to Stay Sane by Philippa Perry 2022-06-17 changing your mindset can make you successful have you ever
looked at a successful person and thought how do they do it when we look at people who appear to have their lives
together who seem to succeed at everything they do it s easy to assume that success must be a trait that some people
have and some people don t but how successful people think 2009 proves that success is a mindset not a personality
trait and it s something anyone can cultivate do you want more free book summaries like this download our app for
free at quickread com app and get access to hundreds of free book and audiobook summaries disclaimer this book
summary is meant as a summary and an analysis and not a replacement for the original work if you like this summary
please consider purchasing the original book to get the full experience as the original author intended it to be if
you are the original author of any book published on quickread and want us to remove it please contact us at hello
quickread com
Summary of In Defense of Selfishness by Peter Schwartz 2023-07-13 notice this is a summary analysis of hunger this is
not the original book a powerful memoir about food fatness and feminism if you re looking for a memoir that glorifies
one woman s personal weight loss journey roxane gay wants you to know that this is not that memoir instead hunger
2017 is a book that breaks barriers by inviting you to embrace your body and your relationship with food hunger is
gay s critique of the sexist stereotypes that are designed to keep women s bodies in line and her pursuit of fatness
as a protest against sexualization by recounting her relationship with childhood sexual assault body shaming and
feminism gay uses her story to initiate a discourse on body neutrality and self compassion disclaimer this book
summary is meant as a summary and an analysis and not a replacement for the original work if you like this summary
please consider purchasing the original book to get the full experience as the original author intended it to be if
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you are the original author of any book published on quickread and want us to remove it please contact us at hello
quickread com
Summary of How Successful People Think by John C. Maxwell learn how math and physics equations have impacted society
would you believe that math can save the world it might sound a little crazy but in pursuit of the unknown 2012
explores math and physics equations that literally make the world go round do you want more free book summaries like
this download our app for free at quickread com app and get access to hundreds of free book and audiobook summaries
disclaimer this book summary is meant as a summary and an analysis and not a replacement for the original work if you
like this summary please consider purchasing the original book to get the full experience as the original author
intended it to be if you are the original author of any book published on quickread and want us to remove it please
contact us at hello quickread com
Summary of Hunger by Roxane Gay notice this is a summary analysis of the box this is not the original book how a
simple box has changed the world today we think nothing of the countless amazon packages that show up at our doors
but the box 2006 invites us to discover the life changing power of this simple shipping device follow along with the
evolution of the humble box and learn how this transportation hack has revolutionized the global shipping industry
disclaimer this book summary is meant as a summary and an analysis and not a replacement for the original work if you
like this summary please consider purchasing the original book to get the full experience as the original author
intended it to be if you are the original author of any book published on quickread and want us to remove it please
contact us at hello quickread com
Summary of In Pursuit of the Unknown by Ian Stewart delve behind the scenes and learn about the man behind tesla
space x and more elon musk 2015 is an up close and personal look at one of america s most brilliant minds although
the average person knows elon musk for his inventions and his zany personality this expose will take you behind the
scenes and provide a rare glimpse into musk s mind and private life do you want more free book summaries like this
download our app for free at quickread com app and get access to hundreds of free book and audiobook summaries
disclaimer this book summary is meant as a preview and not a replacement for the original work if you like this
summary please consider purchasing the original book to get the full experience as the original author intended it to
be if you are the original author of any book on quickread and want us to remove it please contact us at hello
quickread com
Summary of The Box by Mark Levison make bravery a habit everyone is afraid of something whether it s spiders public
speaking or commitment fear rules all of our lives to a greater degree than we d like to admit and although it s
often more comfortable to hide from ignore or repress our fears kate swoboda knows that none of these strategies will
ever help us live courageously the courage habit 2018 is your guide to formulating fearlessness as a habit drawing on
therapeutic principles like cognitive behavioral therapy swoboda unpacks the science and psychology that can teach us
to live courageously do you want more free book summaries like this download our app for free at quickread com app
and get access to hundreds of free book and audiobook summaries disclaimer this book summary is meant as a summary
and an analysis and not a replacement for the original work if you like this summary please consider purchasing the
original book to get the full experience as the original author intended it to be if you are the original author of
any book published on quickread and want us to remove it please contact us at hello quickread com
Summary of Elon Musk by Ashlee Vance notice this is a summary analysis of the daily stoic this is not the original
book life lessons from stoic philosophy to help you meditate and grow we have a lot of motivational calendars filled
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with inspiring quotes or a cute picture of the pug of the day but what if we could take ancient wisdom and boil it
down into bite sized key insights that we could draw from every day the daily stoic 2016 is your summarized guide for
exactly that purpose curated by acclaimed authors ryan holiday and stephen hanselman this guide is an anthology of
wisdom from ancient rome s most notable philosophers incorporating works from some of the greats such as seneca and
marcus aurelius the daily stoic is the who s who of stoic philosophers and provides you with practical action steps
for following in their footsteps disclaimer this book summary is meant as a summary and an analysis and not a
replacement for the original work if you like this summary please consider purchasing the original book to get the
full experience as the original author intended it to be if you are the original author of any book published on
quickread and want us to remove it please contact us at hello quickread com
Summary of The Courage Habit by Kate Swoboda notice this is a summary analysis of ghost in the wires this is not the
original book inside the mind of the world s greatest hacker everyone knows computer hackers are a thing but what do
they really do how do they get their start and most importantly why do they do what they do an autobiographical
thriller ghost in the wires 2011 follows the journey of kevin mitnick one of the world s greatest hackers and
explores his nefarious accomplishments disclaimer this book summary is meant as a summary and an analysis and not a
replacement for the original work if you like this summary please consider purchasing the original book to get the
full experience as the original author intended it to be if you are the original author of any book published on
quickread and want us to remove it please contact us at hello quickread com
Summary of The Daily Stoic by Ryan Holiday and Stephen Hanselman public speaking top tips from the founder of the ted
talks we love ted talks for their original ideas and engaging delivery we watch them because they draw us in and make
us want to listen but as a general rule when we give our own public speeches they don t sound that way ted talks 2016
is a curated guide full of public speaking top tips that will help you deliver an engaging speech of your own and
make your audience want to listen do you want more free book summaries like this download our app for free at
quickread com app and get access to hundreds of free book and audiobook summaries disclaimer this book summary is
meant as a preview and not a replacement for the original work if you like this summary please consider purchasing
the original book to get the full experience as the original author intended it to be if you are the original author
of any book on quickread and want us to remove it please contact us at hello quickread com
Summary of Ghost in the Wires by Kevin Mitnick do you want more free book summaries like this download our app for
free at quickread com app and get access to hundreds of free book and audiobook summaries learn why strategic choices
can make or break your life good strategy bad strategy 2011 demonstrates why strategic choices are crucial for
creating a successful and meaningful life taking good and bad examples from multiple disciplines this book provides
you with a practical and actionable guide for making the best strategic choices for your future disclaimer this book
summary is meant as a summary and an analysis and not a replacement for the original work if you like this summary
please consider purchasing the original book to get the full experience as the original author intended it to be if
you are the original author of any book published on quickread and want us to remove it please contact us at hello
quickread com
Summary of TED Talks by Chris Anderson learn how to supercharge your life we ve all joked about being on the struggle
bus but now get ready to board the energy bus the energy bus 2007 is your one stop guide to supercharging your
personal and professional life with energy power and success do you want more free book summaries like this download
our app for free at quickread com app and get access to hundreds of free book and audiobook summaries disclaimer this
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book summary is meant as a summary and an analysis and not a replacement for the original work if you like this
summary please consider purchasing the original book to get the full experience as the original author intended it to
be if you are the original author of any book published on quickread and want us to remove it please contact us at
hello quickread com
Summary of Good Strategy, Bad Strategy by Richard Rumelt do you want more free book summaries like this download our
app for free at quickread com app and get access to hundreds of free book and audiobook summaries what does it mean
to be you are you the same person you were fifteen ten or even five years ago what about fifteen ten or five minutes
ago what is the real you and what makes you an individual who are you really author julian baggini attempts to answer
these questions and more throughout the ego trick as he takes you on a journey through the history of philosophy
anthropology sociology psychology and neurology through real life cases of lost memory personality disorders and more
baggini aims to answer the questions that have been plaguing philosophers and scientists for centuries of course
there is always more to learn and no one person can answer them all as you read you ll learn whether or not free will
exists how a person might have eleven personalities and why the existence of a soul is a common belief disclaimer
this book summary is meant as a summary and an analysis and not a replacement for the original work if you like this
summary please consider purchasing the original book to get the full experience as the original author intended it to
be if you are the original author of any book published on quickread and want us to remove it please contact us at
hello quickread com
Summary of The Energy Bus by Jon Gordan how our brains make fatty foods orgasm exercise marijuana generosity vodka
learning and gambling feel so good why is it that eating pizza hamburgers and cake feels so good while eating
broccoli carrots and greens doesn t feel like anything at all why do some people become addicted to drugs gambling
and sex while others don t well neuroscience is here to help answer these questions and shed some light on why some
activities are pleasurable and why others aren t the compass of pleasure explains exactly why drugs like heroin are
addictive while lsd is not why some people cannot resist the appeal of a new sexual encounter and why others find
themselves back at the blackjack table despite experiencing crippling debt and bankruptcy as you read you ll also
learn how every vice has one thing in common how cigarettes are more addictive than heroin and why pure altruism may
not even exist do you want more free book summaries like this download our app for free at quickread com app and get
access to hundreds of free book and audiobook summaries disclaimer this book summary is meant as a summary and an
analysis and not a replacement for the original work if you like this summary please consider purchasing the original
book to get the full experience as the original author intended it to be if you are the original author of any book
published on quickread and want us to remove it please contact us at hello quickread com
Summary of The Ego Trick by Julian Baggini annual review of nursing research has provided nearly four decades of
knowledge insight and research on topics critical to nurses everywhere its purpose is to critically examine the full
gamut of literature on key topics in nursing practice including nursing theory care delivery nursing education and
the professional aspects of nursing this landmark annual review brings together internationally recognized experts in
the fields of nursing and delivers the highest standards of content and authoritative reviews of research for
students researchers and clinicians in today s climate healthcare simulation is more important than ever creating
consistent leveled experiences through high quality simulation allows students and practitioners the opportunity to
learn in a safe and immersive environment this 39th volume of annual review of nursing research addresses the current
state of healthcare simulation in both academic and professional settings articles are written by noted experts in
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the field and discuss extended reality new technologies briefing outcome evaluation and professional development key
topics discusses simulation use in undergraduate and graduate education features a new debriefing tool on
interprofessional simulation addresses current considerations for effective operations in simulation highlights the
use of virtual and augmented realities as well as 3d printing
Summary of The Compass of Pleasure by David J. Linden a global guide to human resource management is a concise hrm
introductory text offering a uniquely non region specific approach to people management in international business
organisations the book presents an alternative to standard managerial approaches reflecting the perspectives of
multiple stakeholders workers trade unions states and governments ngos to critically evaluate hrm in practice and in
so doing enables students to make effective decisions in their own practice wherever their careers take them its
accessibility and concision make it well suited to short courses for non hrm and non business specialists this text
covers all major introductory topics for non specialists introducing the concept and purpose of hrm through
recruitment people skills designing work promoting health rewarding success and successful and ethical people
management this edition includes a new chapter on green hrm rich with pedagogical features the book includes five
case studies per chapter to connect theory with practice it is also supported with a range of instructor materials
including online guest lectures general discussion questions a glossary an index and online documentaries that
explain how to manage people it is essential reading for students interested in human resources and personnel
management organisational behaviour and development and workplace culture
Getting Redundancy Right the encyclopedia of mathematical geosciences is a complete and authoritative reference work
it provides concise explanation on each term that is related to mathematical geosciences over 300 international
scientists each expert in their specialties have written around 350 separate articles on different topics of
mathematical geosciences including contributions on artificial intelligence big data compositional data analysis
geomathematics geostatistics geographical information science mathematical morphology mathematical petrology
multifractals multiple point statistics spatial data science spatial statistics and stochastic process modeling each
topic incorporates cross referencing to related articles and also has its own reference list to lead the reader to
essential articles within the published literature the entries are arranged alphabetically for easy access and the
subject and author indices are comprehensive and extensive
Annual Review of Nursing Research, Volume 39
A Global Guide to Human Resource Management
Encyclopedia of Mathematical Geosciences
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